MEMORANDUM

TO: MS-1’s, Class of 2010
    MS-2’s, Class of 2009

FROM: Beth Piraino, M.D.
      Block Coordinator
      Scientific Reasoning in Medicine Block (SRM)

DATE: August 14, 2006


Please be advised of the following book list for the courses in the Scientific Reasoning in Medicine Block.

**Introduction to Medical Decision Making Course:**

The syllabus notes, lectures, and small group sessions will encompass the entire content of the course.

**Recommended: (and on reserve in the library)**


**Methods & Logic in Medicine 1 Course:**

**Recommended:**

  or

**Methods & Logic in Medicine 2 Course:**

No textbook required.

cc: Block Coordinators
    Course Directors
    Health Center Book Store
    OMEd staff
    Student Affairs staff